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THE COMPANY 
 
“iNNO Answers Technologies” is owned and operated by technology veterans. We provide software 

consulting and infrastructure services from Hyderabad, India. We believe on three core principles; 

Technology, Innovation, and Partnership that drive business value, constant innovation, and a sense of 

trust in partnership.  

“iNNO Answers” love seeing businesses start small, fund themselves with paying projects, and build up a 

strong development, so that’s how we run “iNNO Answers”. We create products and features that 

empower our customers to grow.  

OUR VISION 
 
“iNNO Answers”  Vision is 'innovation through integration' which translates in two ways: we develop 

innovative solutions by integrating our team and ideas with those of our clients and we deliver 

innovative positioning for clients by increasing their ability to make good decisions more quickly through 

using various technologies for integration. 

OUR MISSION 
 
“iNNO Answers” deliver the best customer experience to clients through continuous improvement 

driven by efficiency, teamwork, and innovation. 

OUR CORPORATE VALUES 
 
“iNNO Answers” believe in Integrity, Honesty, Quality and 
Commitment to our clients. After all, the biggest asset of 
any business lies in their clients and people. 
 
We also believe that any successful transaction consist of a 
view crucial elements. “Service, Quality of Products and 
Price”. 
 

OUR STRATEGY AND FOCUS 
 
“iNNO Answers” target to exceed customer expectations by 

providing quality service and maintaining sustainable customer relationship. To achieve our goals we 

focus on the following things:                            

 Ensure service quality 

 Continuous improvement in solution features and technology 

 Give maximum importance to customer requests and incorporate necessary changes 

 Prompt service management and support 
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COMPETITIVE EDGE 
 
Cost Efficiency and Timeliness: 
 
“iNNO Answers” ensure greater flexibility and efficiency in all our solutions; which results into lesser 

customization cost and effort. Our timeliness in our solution delivery ensures lesser resource 

engagement on customer’s end. These factors ensure greater cost efficiency and timeliness for the 

customer. 

Comprehensive support services: 
 
“iNNO Answers” is committed to providing comprehensive product and system support, post 

deployment and operate the services on 24x7 based. Apart from technical points “iNNO Answers” is also 

responsible for managing the Services. 

 

OUR SOLUTIONS 
 
 Application Development: 
 
“iNNO Answers” delivers application services 

designed to meet your specific business objectives. 

Our application services help control costs, extend 

internal capabilities, and ensure your applications 

scale with your business.   

“iNNO Answers” creates, implements, integrates, 

and maintains custom software applications to help 

support your growth and achieve your business 

objectives. 

Web Development: 
 
“iNNO Answers” started or rather had placed our 

first stepping stone with Web Application 

Development. Years of experience and unmatched quality framework has rewarded us with popular 

clients around the globe.  

Our expert team has done all the hard work and knowledge sharing to accomplish various levels of 

application development projects. We are experienced professionals to develop advanced systems with 

complex business logic dealing with large amounts of data and transactions. We are able to supply you 

with most desirable, innovative, trustworthy web application solution. 
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IT Consulting 
 
“iNNO Answers” is a global information technology solutions provider serving clients across India. We 

have a large pool of technology consultants; project managers helping our clients meet their business 

goals. Our consulting services include strategic advisory services to our clients in IT and business process 

management. 

SUCCESS BASE 
 
“iNNO Answers” success lies on creating and nurturing knowledge base rather being a mere technology 

partner of the businesses. Our solutions pave the way for enterprises to create successful and reliable 

medium to reach out their ultimate goal—the end users. 

“iNNO Answers” makes an ideal partner for organizations looking at transformational IT solutions 

because of its core capabilities, human resources, commitment to quality, deliver a wide range of 

solutions and services, 24/7. 

 

CLIENT PORTFOLIO 
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